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FEISS-MONTE CARLO SHOWROOM: #TM-4010
These are the new Monte Carlo fans which will be shown at LIGHTOVATION in Dallas:
MONTE CARLO FAN IMAGE

MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
For the ultimate urban loft or any industrially-inspired
space, the 57” Destin ceiling fan by Monte Carlo delivers
a refined modern look with a perfect balance of function
and form. The three blades, finished in on-trend Koa or
Driftwood Grey (shown) color, gently twist as they
transition into the motor, creating a nice contrast to the
deep profile of the fan. Available in either a Brushed Steel
or an Aged Pewter (shown) housing finish, Destin
features an integrated 20W LED downlight with 1,060
delivered lumens of output for ample general
illumination, 2700°K CCT and a CRI of 90+. Damp-rated
for indoor or outdoor use, such as for covered patios or
porches.
The Destin ceiling fan by Monte Carlo is shown in this
living room in the Aged Pewter housing with Driftwood
Grey blades.

-more-
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MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
Influenced by Scandinavian minimalism in design, the 54”
Nord ceiling fan by Monte Carlo features a distinctive
conical silhouette with a bowl shaped integrated
downlight, which is inset in an Opal Etched glass shade to
create a seamless profile. The 15W LED light provides
ample illumination with 620 lumens of output, 2700°K
CCT and a CRI of 80. Offered in a Brushed Steel or Matte
White (shown) finish, the clean aesthetic of Nord makes it
a great addition to modern or transitional living rooms,
dining rooms, or bedrooms. The virtually silent DC motor
generates powerful air flow while using very little energy.
The new Nord ceiling fan by Feiss is shown in Brushed
Steel here in this dining room.

With a clean and elegant design and two color options,
the 60” Owen ceiling fan by Monte Carlo will suit virtually
any room décor while providing a high level of air
movement and illumination. The integrated 10W LED
uplight adds a nice glow to the ceiling, and the 18W
downlight that’s 2700°K CCT with a CRI of 90+ provides
800 delivered lumens. Damp-rated for indoor or outdoor
use such as for covered patios or porches. Owen is
available in a Brushed Steel finish with American
Walnut/Silver dual blades (shown) or in a Matte White
finish with Matte White blades.
-more-
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MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
Because the Maverick line of ceiling fans have been so
successful, Monte Carlo has added a large fan with its
new 88-inch blade sweep, Maverick Super Max ceiling
fan. With a sleek, modern silhouette a DC motor and
super energy efficiency, this fan features softly rounded,
balsa wood blades and elegantly simple housing. Its 3blade design delivers a distinct profile for extra-large
living rooms, great rooms or outdoor covered areas. It’s
available in a Brushed Steel finish with either Dark
Walnut or Koa blades, Matte Black finish with Dark
Walnut blades (shown), or an Aged Pewter finish with
Light Grey Weathered Oak blades. ENERGY STAR®qualified.
The Monte Carlo Maverick Super Max ceiling fan with
the Matte Black housing and Walnut blades is shown
here in this living room.

The flourishing design of the 64” Avvo Max ceiling fan by
Monte Carlo is both striking and graceful, taking center
stage in modern spaces such as living rooms, great rooms
or master suites. The unique curved blades wrap around
the motor housing like flower petals right before bloom.
Damp-rated for indoor/outdoor use, the Avvo Max is
available in Koa, Matte White, Grey and a plated
Quicksilver (shown) finish. It features an integrated 15W
LED downlight that’s 2700°K CCT and has a CRI of 80+. A
finishing cap is included for use without the light.
-more-
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MONTE CARLO FAN DESCRIPTION
Monte Carlo’s Avvo Max ceiling fan is shown here in this
bedroom.

The 58” Discus Trio Max by Monte Carlo ceiling fan is a
three-blade version of the popular 52” Discus ceiling fan
by Monte Carlo. With a minimalist, contemporary design,
and three color options, two of which with reversible
dual finish blades, it can complement a wide variety of
room décor. The Discus Trio Max features an integrated
18W LED downlight with 650 delivered lumens of output,
2700°K CCT and a CRI of 90+. An optional finishing cap is
available for use without the light. Damp-rated for
indoor/outdoor use.
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